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Born to Coil

Inside every FB Balzanelli coiler there is the strength of a great group with a precise mission: TECHNOLOGY, INNOVATION AND QUALITY FOR CUSTOMER CARE
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Technology

We offer you  the most advanced equipment to answer 
your needs of efficiency.

FB Balzanelli is the right partner with a huge experience 
able to find  the most adequate solution for your 
production and the application you require. 

A dynamic staff makes FB Balzanelli able of great 
achievements, through a continuous evolving 
technology to obtain the quickest return for your 
investment.

Nowadays, FB Balzanelli produces more than 50 coiler 
per year, thanks to a supply chain and manufacturing 
process flow organized and monitored to optimize the 
assembling timing.

WHY TRUST
IN FB BALZANELLI

• FB Balzanelli can offer you a 
big range of product for every 
application: from 4 to 250 mm 
with strap, strap & shrink wrap, 
strap & stretch wrap or only 
stretch wrap 

• FB Balzanelli produce more 
than 50 coilers per year for 
many different application: with 
this number per year, we can 
make continuous improvements 
assuring a growing technology 
and high level of automation

• FB Balzanelli have the know-
how to face new challenges and 
to be the right partner for your 
project in automatic coiling
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FB Balzanelli is  TECHNOLOGY
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Innovation

We propose the best technical solution for 
your project to guarantee highest reliability.

FB Ingenia is the department of FB Balzanelli that 
follow all our customers. We can support you in 
choosing the correct machine and improve it to meet 
your requirements.

Thanks to its long established experience made, FB 
Ingenia successfully designs innovative machines for 
a huge variety of applications, like coilers, palletizers, 
wrappers or other machines for pipe industry.

FB Ingenia never stop to continue to improve the 
existing technology in order to achieve always the 
maximum performances and to be able to coil at the 
highest speed available in the market
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FB Ingenia is  INNOVATION
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Quality

We match quality to the best technology and 
innovation.

FB CNC is the department of FB Balzanelli where every 
single parts is machined according to the highest 
standards.

Thanks to a continuous research in new materials, 
new manufacturing technologies, new treatments,
FB CNC is the key partner for your needs.

FB CNC can guarantee a reduced leading time, an 
extreme high level and consistency both important 
for the internal FB Balzanelli production and huge 
stock essential in case of immediate delivery.

Born to Coil

FB CNC is  QUALITY
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Customer Care

We make technology, innovation and quality always
available to our valuable customers.

FB Service is the department of FB Balzanelli that
ensure an high efficency before, during and after the 
installation of your equipment.

A group of skilled technicians and software engineers 
develops software, educates your operators how to 
use the technology and how to obtain the most out 
of it either at your site or from remote.

FB Service always addresses issues and immediately 
provides to your team a solution to sort it out, with a 
dedicated web portal assistance, and a special spare 
parts program with delivery in 24 hours.

Born to Coil

FB Service is CUSTOMER CARE

Service



Our History
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In the 1980s our founder, Vincenzo Balzanelli, 
was a leader in the production of PVC 
corrugated pipe.

Dissatisfied with the lack of automatic coilers 
on offer at that time, he felt the needs to 
design and build his own automatic coiler 
which could be really fast, reliable and 
capable of guaranteeing an elevated quality 
packaging.

 
Since 1994 a process of continuous 
development and growth has been underway 
in the company’s  production plant in Fano 
(Italy), making nowadays FB Balzanelli a 
leader in the market for automatic coilers.

We have pipe in our DNA



Automatic Coiler
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Key facts from a leaderFB proposes three main series of automatic coilers: Smart, Premium and Excellence

The series main differences allow you making the proper choice:

- Speed achievable and output related to the length of the coil

- Level of automation for the set up of the machine

- Technical details developped around the pipe features

- Type of packaging (Strap, Wrap and Strap & Wrap)

In any case, every serie allows:

- 100% of automation for every type of packaging

- Remote assistance or remote training

- Excellent coil aspect to be easy recognised in a storage

- Integration to other equipment like wire inserter, capping machine,wrapping machine, 

weight control, labelling unit, palletization or to any machine that the customer require.



Smart Series
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Born in 2009, it was immediately a big 
success, as many customer was requiring 
simple machine for simple production, but 
with the same quality of the top machine.

Every production has its own features:
if production is not at the highest speed 
and you don’t require many change of 
dimension or set up, the Smart Series is for 
you!

The main models of this serie are the  

“EC” (with strap or strap & wrap) and “F” 

with only stretch film

Simple and pratical
Entry level for automation

Smart Coiler

BN0700C
BN1400PE
BN2000C
EC0700C
EC0700SR

EC0700PESR
EC1200C
EC1200PE

EC1200PESR
EC1400PE
EC2000C
SF0600C
SF1200C
F1 0600C
F1 0800PE
F1 1200C
F1 1200PE
F3 0600C



Premium Series
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Premium Coiler

DR0901C
DR0901IR
DR0901PE
DR1000IR
DR1201C
DR1201IR
DR1201M
DR1201PE
DR1401PE

DR1508CSR
DR1512CSR

DR2001C
DR2401C
DR2401PE

MSR3500PE
FBML TAPE 400

FBML7 4012
FBML7 4024

Fast and technical
Great value for the features

Born in early 2016, it is since the first day, 
the serie that every customer were waiting 
with a good balancing between output, 
set up time and user- friendliness.

Day by day, your production need to become 
faster and more flexible: the Premium 
Serie is your next step with a reduction in 
the time of the set up. Together with an 
higher output, the Premium Serie allow 
you to reduce more payback time of your 
equipment.

The main models of this serie are the 
“DR” that is having an huge success in the 
market and “FBML” the models for the big 
diameters.



Excellence Series
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Highest performance ever
at the top of automation

Excellence Coiler

TRF0600
TR0600G
TR0800C
TR0800M
TR1000G
TR1000PE
TR1200C
TR1200PE
TR1400M
TR1400PE
TR1600C
TR2000C
TR2000PE
TR2250C
TR2500PE

TR2500PESR
XS0400

FB5200PE

Either for safety reason and to achieve 
highest output reducing production cost, 
the Excellence Serie is the perfect choice.

With all FB innovative features available, 
this is the most complete serie in terms of 
personalization, automation, output or 
integration inside your process.

The main models of this serie are the 
“TR”, an hystorical and technology model, 
appreciated and loved from every of our 
customer and the new “XS” the fastest 
automatic coiler in the market.



EC2001C 
PE Corrugated pipe

+ filter sock 

DR0901C + FSC0900
TR0800C + FSC0800 

PVC Corrugated pipe + strap + stretch wrap 

DRUM1200
TRF0600

 PVC Corrugated pipe
on drums 

TR1200C + PAL1200
DW Corrugated pipe

on pallet 

TR0800C + wire inserter
TR1200C + wire inserter 

DW Corrugated pipe + wire

F1 0800C
F3 0600C

PVC Corrugated pipe + stretch wrap

TR1400PE + cardboard inserter
Microduct 6 mm PE + cardboard + strap

DR1508CSR
PE Corrugated Ventilation pipe

+ label + cardboard

DR2401C
DW Corrugated pipe 110 mm

+ intermediate strap

DRUM1200
TRF0600

Microduct 6 mm PE + wood drum + stretch wrap

EC0700C
PVC Corrugated pipe in 5 and 10 meters 

EC0700C
+ label dispenser 

PA Corrugated pipe
+ label

TR0800C
+ FDL 0800

PP / PVC Corrugated pipe
+ strap + shrink wrap

Coils packing
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DR0901PE
PA Smooth pipe 10 mm



Coils packing
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XS0400 
PE Micropipe 6 mm with 100mm ID at 250 mt/min 

TR1400PE
+ Playlist program 

PEX / PE pipe + strap
+ nesting 

TR1000PE
Smooth Irrigation pipe

25 mt

DR0901IR
+ FDL0800

Drip Irrigation pipe + 
shrink wrap

TR2500PE + GEO
Double PE pipe 
for geothermal 

DR1201IR
EC1200IR

Drip Irrigation pipe
400 mt

FBML TAPE0400  
Flat irrigation tape on cardboard at 250 mt/min

Insulation line +
TR1400M

Copper pipe + foam + 
strap

EC1201M
+ GT2

PEX / Alu / PEX pipe
+ strap

FB5200PE
FB ML7 4024

250 mm PE pipe + Automatic strap

TR1400PE + Plug Inserter
+ PAL1200 + Stretch Wrap Pallet 
PE pipe + Plug + pallet + stretch

TRF 0600
 Rubber profile + cardboard + stretch film

TR1400PE + cardboard inserter
PEX / PE pipe + cardboard + strap  

Insulation line + TR1400M
Insulation line + DR1201M + GT2 + Plug Inserter

PEX / Alu / PEX pipe + foam + strap + plug  

F1 0800PE
F3 0600PE 

PEX / PE pipe + stretch wrap

TR0600G
+ label applicator 
PVC Garden Hose

+ label




